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  Dakar Rally 2022 

2022 Dakar 

Pablo Quintanilla, second in the 2022 Dakar 

ahead of the grand finale 

The 2022 Dakar Rally enters its final stretch with the frontrunners 

positioning themselves before the final showdown. Today, most riders 

opted for a tactical strategy rather than leaving anything to chance in 

tomorrow’s decisive stage in Bisha. For the Monster Energy Honda Team, 

Quintanilla moves onto the rally’s virtual final podium, while Joan Barreda 

finished third on the stage. 

With just two days left to run, competitors were looking to play their best hand on 

stage ten – for the most part a fast-paced, navigation-filled route including 375 

kilometres against the clock. The high number of parallel tracks made it a tough 

task for some of the riders who were forced to make split-second decisions about 

which paths to follow. A total of 759 kilometres were completed from Wadi Ad-

Dawasir to Bisha including the special stage and liaison sections. Fortunately, all 

four Monster Energy Honda Team riders aboard their Honda CRF450 Rally bikes, 

made it back, problem-free, to the final bivouac of the Dakar 2022. 

 

https://rally.createsend1.com/t/i-l-cdtjjkk-truhutliyd-j/
https://rally.createsend1.com/t/i-l-cdtjjkk-truhutliyd-t/
https://rally.createsend1.com/t/i-l-cdtjjkk-truhutliyd-i/
https://rally.createsend1.com/t/i-l-cdtjjkk-truhutliyd-d/


Monster Energy Honda Team’s Spanish rider Joan Barreda set a fine pace today 

and, despite a minor mistake that forced him to have to retrace several kilometres, 

posted third. However, a subsequent penalty of 2 minutes for speeding in a 

transfer zone left him fifth in the overall standings, 8’47 behind the leader. 

Pablo Quintanilla, tenth on the day, moved up into second place in the overall rally 

standings with two days left before the rally ends in Jeddah. The Chilean carved 

out notable times throughout the stage, pulling ahead at the start, before 

eventually dropping seven minutes to the day’s winner. Tomorrow, on the Bisha 

loop, his goal will be to finish as far ahead as possible. In the general standings, 

the rider from Viña del Mar, who received a 1 minute penalty as team-mate 

Barreda, holds second, 5’15 behind the leader. 

Ricky Brabec and José Ignacio ‘Nacho’ Cornejo had the tough task of opening the 

track today. The pair led for most of the day, only shedding time towards the end 

of the special. In the overall rankings, both riders are in the top ten, but with over 

38 minutes separating them from the 2022 Dakar leaders. 

Tomorrow’s stage 

Tomorrow will undoubtedly be one of the most interesting special stages of recent 

years, where several riders will make their bids for a final podium place in Jeddah 

the day after tomorrow. The battle will be epic. The loop to the Bisha bivouac will 

feature a total of 346 kilometres of timed section out of the 501-kilometre total 

stage with 155 kilometres of liaison sections. Large helpings of sand and dunes 

will be present on the menu of this, the most decisive stage of the Dakar 2022. 
  
   
  

 

Ricky Brabec  2 

STAGE: 13TH  OVERALL: 8TH 

Today was good. This was stage 10, so we’re almost at the 

finish. I was up front with Nacho most of the day. We made 

a slight mistake which cost a little time, but in the end it was 

perfect for us because we are in a good spot for stage 11 

which is supposed to be tricky. Like we said before, we 

don’t know which stage is tricky and which is not. It’s up in 

the air as far as strategy goes. Tomorrow we are in a good 

spot to push and see what we have to do. I’m very happy 

with this. The team’s doing a good job. After tomorrow we 

will know exactly where we’ll finish. I feel we have a lot of 

energy, so we’ll do our best. 
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Pablo Quintanilla  7 

STAGE: 10TH  OVERALL: 2ND 

I'm happy; it was a good day. Today it was important to 

manage the race well ahead of tomorrow’s stage which will 

be key to defining this Dakar. I had some references from 

the riders in front of me and I tried to manage it in the best 

way possible, so as not to lose time and to be able to start 

from a good position tomorrow. I think it went well. The race 

is still open and tomorrow will be an intense day, where we 

will have to push all day long. We're going to try to rest now 

so that we are in good shape for tomorrow's stage. 

 

 

 

  
   
  

 

José Ignacio Cornejo  11 

STAGE: 18TH  OVERALL: 9TH 

It was difficult today. I knew that I would have to open the 

track and that it would be complicated. I was doing well 

until I arrived before the refuelling in a complex area and I 

lost a bit of time. Then I tried not to lose my concentration 

and to keep a good pace to finish the stage well, making up 

some of the lost time. Tomorrow will be tough and it will be 

good to start from behind. I think we can recover a few 

more positions in the general standings. 

 

 

 

  
   
  

 

Joan Barreda  88 

STAGE: 3RD  OVERALL: 5TH 

It was a complicated stage, especially in terms of 

navigation, where I had to turn back a few kilometres to find 

a waypoint. In the end I found some good pace to attack 

over the final kilometres. I saw that there were strategies 

from some other riders... I also picked up a penalty at the 

entrance of a controlled zone when I lost concentration. I’m 

not sure what the penalty will be. I’m not really sure how it 

all went, but it was a stage from which we had to salvage 

something. I don't think I’m in a bad position for tomorrow, 

but it won't be easy: there will be a lot of sand and plenty of 

dunes... I'm going to give it everything I've got for the two 

remaining days. 

 

 

 

  
   
  

 

Results Stage 10 -RallyGP- 

Pos. Rider Num Nation Team Time/Gap 

1 PRICE Toby 18 AUS Red Bull KTM Rally Factory Team 03:05'32 
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2 BENAVIDES Luciano 77 ARG Rockstar Energy Husqvarna Factory Racing +00:02'09 

3 BARREDA Joan 88 SPA Monster Energy Honda Team +00:03'21 

4 
VAN 

BEVEREN Adrien 
42 FRA Monster Energy Yamaha Rally Team +00:03'35 

5 SANTOLINO Lorenzo 15 SPA Sherco TVS Rally Factory +00:05'40 

6 SHORT Andrew 29 USA Monster Energy Yamaha Rally Team +00:06'29 

7 SVITKO Stefan 142 SLO Slovnaft Rally Team +00:06'29 

8 GIEMZA Maciej 22 POL Orlen Team +00:06'44 

9 GONÇALVES Rui 19 POR Sherco TVS Rally Factory +00:06'49 

10 QUINTANILLA Pablo 7 CHI Monster Energy Honda Team +00:07'05 

11 MICHEK Martin 10 CZE Orion Moto Racing Group +00:07'28 

12 MARÉ Aaron 6 RSA Hero Motorsports Team Rally +00:08'09 

13 BRABEC Ricky 2 USA Monster Energy Honda Team +00:09'42 

14 
DE 

SOULTRAIT Xavier 
12 FRA HT Rally Raid Husqvarna Racing +00:10'50 

15 SUNDERLAND Sam 3 GBR Gas Gas Factory Team +00:11'18 

18 
CORNEJO José 

Ignacio 
11 CHI Monster Energy Honda Team +00:14'01 

 

  
   
  

 

Rider Standings 

PROVISIONAL STANDINGS AFTER STAGE 10 -RALLYGP- 

Pos. Rider Num Nation Team Time/Gap 

1 
VAN 

BEVEREN Adrien 
42 FRA Monster Energy Yamaha Rally Team 33:27'06 

2 QUINTANILLA Pablo 7 CHI Monster Energy Honda Team +00:05'15 

3 SUNDERLAND Sam 3 GBR Gas Gas Factory Team +00:05'59 

4 WALKNER Matthias 52 AUT Red Bull KTM Rally Factory Team +00:08'24 

5 BARREDA Joan 88 SPA Monster Energy Honda Team +00:08'47 

6 PRICE Toby 18 AUS Red Bull KTM Rally Factory Team +00:27'43 

7 SHORT Andrew 29 USA Monster Energy Yamaha Rally Team +00:33'57 

8 BRABEC Ricky 2 USA Monster Energy Honda Team +00:38'05 

9 
CORNEJO José 

Ignacio 
11 CHI Monster Energy Honda Team +00:39'00 

10 SANTOLINO Lorenzo 15 SPA Sherco TVS Rally Factory +00:40'03 
 

 

  
   
  

  
   
  

  
   
  

 
Location Information 

 

 

Dakar in Saudi From 2020 

Circuit Records 

 



Dakar 2020 winner Ricky Brabec (Honda) 

Dakar 2021 winner Kevin Benavides (Honda) 
 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 
 

 

 

 

  

    
 

  

 


